Community Tables, Communities of Hope, and Gathered Worshipping Communities
A plan to bridge the gap between people and a life-changing engagement with faith

# All three are equally valid and valued expressions of faith life (or gathered church) and represent forms of simple, hybrid & complex church

Summary of Markers for a CommunityTable

A Community Table is a regular meeting of
2-12 people who gather to have conversations about life, faith
and ways to work together to serve others.
They can meet in a home, at a coffee shop or anywhere!
# A Community Table is shaped by specific markers

 Meets regularly (at least once a month)
 Intentional Conversation
 Non-judgemental
 Holy Spirit led
 Authentic Community is being created
 Pathways for faith accessible leading to
genuine discipleship
 Walking alongside others – sharing life

 Jesus is made the centre
 Safe space to be vulnerable
 Open invitation to others
 Awareness of needs of others and
opportunity to serve
 Prayer
 Sustainability (finances, resources,
locations & leadership)

Summary of Markers for a Community of Hope
A Community of Hope is a regular gathering, created in
response to an ‘identified need’ in the community. They meet to
intentionally walk alongside people and meet need in a holistic way.
# A Community of Hope is shaped by specific markers

A Community of Hope may also refer to a place- a
missional centre of holistic connection (Corps) that is
based on these same markers.

 Meets regularly (at least once a month)
 Everyone is invited to contribute
 Authentic community is being created
 Walking alongside others – sharing life
 Clear system of referral
 Shared ownership

 Intentional care, creativity and effort
 Pathways for faith accessible leading to
genuine discipleship
 Jesus at the centre
 Open invitation
 Sharing/serving the needs of others
 Prayer
 Sustainability (finances, resources,
locations & leadership)

Summary of Markers for a Gathered Worshipping Community
A Gathered Worshipping Community is a regular
gathering that focuses on celebrating Jesus through
corporate worship and preaching/teaching of the Word.
It has the primary focus of worship that refreshes and equips us to
be ‘sent’ into the community.
# A Gathered Worshipping Community is shaped by specific markers

 Engaging Worship
 The Word of God is made accessible
and applied to life

 Pathways for faith accessible leading to
genuine discipleship
 Space made to encounter God
 Meets regularly

 Authentic Community is being created
 Serving the needs of others
 Walking alongside – sharing life
 Inclusiveness
 Focus on being a ‘sent’ people
 Prayer
 Sustainability (finances, resources,
locations & leadership)

Essential ingredients that make a gathering of people a ‘Gathered Church’

Explanation of Markers
Authentic Community
Clear System of Referral
Discipleship
Engaging Worship
Everyone is invited to contribute
Focus on being a ‘sent’ people
Holy Spirit
Holy Spirit Led
Inclusiveness
Intentional care, creativity, effort
Intentional conversation
Jesus is made the centre
Non-judgemental
Open invitation to others
Pathways for faith
Prayer
Safe space to be vulnerable
Shared Ownership
Sharing/serving the needs of others
Space made to encounter God
Walking alongside others
Word of God accessible & applied

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eating together (fellowship)
The study of the Scriptures
Prayer
Worship and honouring of Jesus as Lord
Generosity
Hospitality
Mission - sharing the good news about Jesus

People have a deep sense of belonging. Space is made for people to get to know each other. People are encouraged,
affirmed and celebrated. There is unconditional and genuine acceptance of each other.
Collaboration with professional services. People are aware of the pathways to engage in other services they may need.
Life on life learning to obey Jesus in everything
People given opportunity to engage in the celebration of God’s majesty, declaration of His truth, gratitude for His
goodness and renewal of their thinking.
The culture is not hand out, it’s hand up. People are proactively encouraged from being a consumer to a contributor.
People can try in an atmosphere of unconditional acceptance.
Missional life rhythm is taught and celebrated. People understand themselves as sent to share the life giving message of
Jesus
The helper sent by God to sustain and direct us
The sharing of Jesus in the flow of the conversation. Opportunity/place given where the stories, promises, presence of
Kingdom life are shared.
Generational and cultural diversity is welcomed and engaged – in participation and decision making.
We give our best, not ‘leftovers’. Asking the question together – “how can we do this better?”
The conversation stays true to its intended purpose. Is it meaningful? Is everyone involved?
The love, goodness, mercy, forgiveness, intimacy, promises or presence of Jesus is recognized. Jesus is lifted up.
There is a freedom to share and explore. There is a culture of respect where all ideas are welcomed and discussed.
Others are invited. The gathered understand they are sent to invite, and pray for, others.
Clear opportunities are provided for people to take a deliberate spiritual journey beyond the gathering.
Recognition that God is at work and we are partnering with him. A natural space is made to pray for people. The
Gathering is covered in prayer before, and opportunity is given for prayer within the gathering.
Authenticity and realness is highly valued.
A culture is created where the participants grow in feeling safe to share transparently.
Planning takes place with everyone being invited to contribute.
Needs (inside and outside the group) are considered, shared, and responded to.
Space is made, and invitation/direction given, to enable people to encounter God personally.
People are seen through the lens of being created in the image of God and valuable – not by the labels they wear.
People are engaging with each other outside of the gathering.
The Word is shared in a way that is clearly understandable and able to be applied to real life.

